
DivvyCloud is an automated, real-time remediation platform that helps protect your cloud and container environments 
from misconfigurations, policy violations, threats, and IAM challenges. With DivvyCloud, customers achieve continuous 
security and compliance, and can fully realize the benefits of cloud and container technology. 

Gain continuous security & 
compliance
Allow your DevOps teams to drive 
innovation and provide the resources 
your customers need, while maintaining 
a robust security posture and reducing 
your threat surface, all in near-real time. 

Move highly regulated workloads
Put your highly regulated workloads on 
AWS and continuously monitor 
infrastructure configuration and 
changes, ensuring your workloads are 
secure and maintain compliance 
standards.

Build next-gen applications
Allow your DevOps team to innovate at 
the speeds of the cloud to make your 
company an industry leader while being 
supported by cloud security best 
practices. 

Automated security policy 
enforcement
Start from a library of 300 security policies 
built from the leading 10 international 
standards. Augment that with organization-
specific policies leveraging over 800 data 
filters across AWS services types. 

Benefits

Allowing broad cloud self-service access improves speed across the organization, but also opens the potential for cost 
overruns and misplaced assets. Customers create sandboxes for developers in public cloud, but these often tend to be 
poorly managed. Oversized instances, and stale releases create confusion around versions, outdated package conflict 
and manual update and management tasks. Developers are tasked with driving innovation on behalf of customers, while 
security teams have to reduce their threat surfaces and protect company assets.  
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Features

DivvyCloud on AWS

DivvyCloud provides a unification layer to work in concert with the underlying AWS security controls to enable audit, 
visibility, protection, detection, and automation of security controls running on AWS. DivvyCloud monitors and 
remediates cloud and container misconfigurations and policy violations. Allowing customers to achieve continuous 
security and compliance and realize the benefits of cloud and containers. DivvyCloud is an APN Advanced Technology 
Partner and has achieved the AWS Security and AWS Cloud Management Tools Competencies. 

Get started with DivvyCloud solutions on AWS
Contact DivvyCloud for further information
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Unified visibility and monitoring
Unified visibility allows you to monitor and understand security and compliance posture across 
your cloud environment. DivvyCloud employs a unique two-tiered monitoring strategy that 
uses both API polling and an event-driven approach for faster detection of changes to cloud 
service configurations to achieve real-time automation and remediation. By standardizing cloud 
data, security professionals write policies to resource types, making cloud security more 
accessible and future-proofing policies as new services are released.

Automation and real-time remediation
The DivvyCloud platform automates the protective and reactive controls necessary for an 
enterprise to innovate at the speed enabled by AWS. With API polling and event-driven 
approach to identify risk and trigger remediation, DivvyCloud provides fast detection of 
changes that enables automated remediation to occur in real-time. DivvyCloud provides a 
highly customizable automation engine that allows customers to easily define workflows that 
deliver remediation of human-centered processes and 3rd party systems, and by 
programmatically taking lifecycle actions inside AWS. 

Challenges
This large multinational asset 

management company needed the 
ability to migrate regulated 
applications to AWS and securely and 
compliantly build next-generation 

applications.

Solution
DivvyCloud empowered the organization to 

define policies at a global level for security, 
compliance, and governance that acted as 
guardrails for all business units.  

Results
DivvyCloud allowed the organization 

to achieve continuous security and 
compliance, enable innovation, and 
fully realize the benefits of AWS.
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